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Abstract
Problem solving in physics and mathematics have been characterized in terms
of five phases by Schonfeld and these have previously been used to describe
also online and blended behavior. We argue that expanding the use of server
logs to make detailed categorizations of student actions can help increase
knowledge about how students solve problems. We present a novel approach
for analyzing server logs that relies on network analysis and principal com-
ponent analysis. We use the approach to analyze student interactions with
an online textbook that features physics problems. We find five ’components
of behavioral structure’: Complexity, Linear Length, Navigation, Mutual-
ity, and Erraticism. Further, we find that problem solving sessions can be
divided into three over-arching groups that differ in their Complexity and
further into ten clusters that also differ on the other components. Analyzing
typical sessions in each cluster, we find ten different behavioral structures,
which we describe in terms of Schonfeld’s phases. We suggest that further
research integrates this approach with other methodological approaches to
get a fuller picture of how learning strategies are employed by students in
settings with online features.
Keywords: Network Analysis, Server logs, online textbook, Problem
Solving
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1. Introduction
Problem solving in physics and mathematics has been the object of a large
amount of research over a long period of time (Larkin et al., 1980; Schoenfeld,
1992; Chi et al., 1989; Hsu et al., 2004; Docktor & Mestre, 2014). Specifically,
work has been done to utilize digital technologies to support student auton-
omy while solving problems (Pol et al., 2005; Harskamp & Suhre, 2007; Pol
et al., 2008, 2009; Hsu et al., 2004). With web-based technologies, student
actions can be recorded in server logs (Romero et al., 2008). When students
engage with online teaching material, server logs capture detailed informa-
tion including where students click, how they scroll, what input they make in
text-fields, where they drag items. We argue that using server logs to make
detailed categorizations of student online actions can provide unique knowl-
edge about student problem solving and the affordances of online problem
solving.
Solving end-of-chapter text-book problems are sometimes seen as part of
becoming a scientist (Reif & Scott, 1999). These kinds of problems have been
investigated for decades, and this has resulted in both fundamental insights
into how students categorize problems, the strategies they employ to solve
them, and how they understand different representations involved in problem
solving (Docktor & Mestre, 2014). Students have traditionally either been
observed while problem solving, and their behavior then analyzed qualita-
tively (see e.g. Chi et al., 1989), and/or their performance after exposure to
different treatments evaluated (see e.g. Pol et al., 2008). Only recently have
researchers started using data mining of student choices to inform teaching
and learning (Ferguson, 2012). In this article, we utilize the functionality of
web-based text in a novel way: online presentations of textbook material and
end-of-chapter problems with an option to show or hide hints and solutions
affords detailed analyses of the traces students leave behind when solving
problems. By embedding problems within an online textbook format, it is
possible both to track (1) what students do online when directly engaging
with the problem text, hints, and solutions and (2) how they access textbook
material as part of the process. This has the potential to yield insights in to
the many ways in which students may engage with problem solving and thus
to aid instruction.
As a case, this article investigates end-of-chapter-like problems in an on-
line, wiki-based textbook environment in the Physics discipline of Neutron
Scattering. The aim is to create an empirically based typology of online
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end-of-chapter problem solving actions for this environment that is rooted in
the literature concerning problem solving. To create such a typology, we pro-
pose to extract records of student interactions with a web-based environment
(we call these records sessions) from server logs and use network analysis to
find clusters of similar records. Although the present work is embedded in a
”wiki-textbook” format, the method of analysis is general. It requires only
that actions of students or student groups be put into a meaningful ordered
sequence.
This article proceeds in Section 2 with background on online problem
solving and network analysis of logs of student online actions. Section 3
clarifies the terminology we use regarding student online actions and student
behaviors, and then states three research questions to be answered. Section 4
describes the teaching material; specifically the types of problems students
have been solving. Section 5 provides an overview of the proposed method-
ology, the details of which can be found in Appendix C. Section 6 shows
the results and present our interpretation of the results. Finally, Section 7
discusses the results in light of (1) student behaviors while solving problems,
and (3) limitations of the study.
2. Background
2.1. Students’ use of hints and solutions in an online setting
Using hints and worked out solutions has been advocated in the literature
as means to increase students’ problem solving skills (Sandelin et al., 2011;
Pol et al., 2005, 2008, 2009; Harskamp & Suhre, 2007).
In describing problem solving, Schoenfeld (1992) identifies five cyclical
episodes/phases, which students go through when solving mathematical prob-
lems. These phases can be summarized as (1) surveying the problem (read,
analyze), (2) activating knowledge (explore), (3) making a plan (plan), (4)
carrying out the plan (implement), and checking the answer (verify) (Harskamp
& Suhre, 2007). While the theory has been illustrated by a number of au-
thors, the full theoretical framework is too elaborate for the purposes of this
paper. However, it is interesting to note that actively surveying the prob-
lem, activating knowledge, and checking the results afterwards are linked to
fruitful problem solving behavior.
While seemingly linear, the process likely involves jumps between differ-
ent phases, in that students may, for example, interrupt making a plan in
order to re-read the problem (Wilson et al., 1993). Schoenfeld gives detailed
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examples of how this plays out in mathematics. Harskamp & Suhre (2007)
apply Schoenfeld’s model to create a controlled learning environment, where
students use hints to facilitate different parts of the problem solving process.
The environment features specific hints for the read and analyze phase, for
the exploration phase, and for the planning phase. Furthermore, students
have the opportunity to verify their solutions. Using data on student use
of hints as input, Harskamp & Suhre construct a structural equation model
that shows significant links between both using hints and verifying solutions
on post-test scores. Also, their model suggests that an important part of
the problem solving process is the first phase of reading and analyzing the
problem.
As compared with a worked out solution in a traditional textbook, being
able to hide and show a solution may afford different behaviors. For example,
it may be easier to look quickly at part of the solution and then hide to see if
one can use that part to solve the whole problem. Pol et al. (2005) find that
the use of digital hints and solutions outperformed a traditional textbook
problem solving class quite substantially with an effect size of 0.89. They
were further able to show that students that had used digital hints and
solutions were better at analyzing the problem and planning their solutions.
Timing the availability of hints and solutions may be important in some
contexts. For example, Pol et al. (2008) show that providing hints during
a session and worked examples after a session was more effective than only
providing solutions after a session, attributing the effect to a combination
of to practicing and systematic use of hints. Interestingly, other research
suggests practicing is not an important parameter when learning how to
solve problems in physics (Kim & Pak, 2002) and that transfer to new types
of problems is difficult Mestre (2006). Thus, it seems more likely that the
effect of hints and worked examples is coupled to the strategies students
employ in order to become better at problem solving.
Common to studies found in the literature is that controlled environments
have been created so that students’ choices are limited. Such environments
will guide students towards a particular behavior. While this may be suitable
for students in some contexts, master level university courses in the sciences
often involve demands for self-regulated learning (Zimmerman et al., 1989;
Broadbent & Poon, 2015). Self-regulated learning can be seen as a triadic
relationship between processes of meta-cognition, observable behaviors, and
changing the environment to fit one’s needs. Self-regulation is then facili-
tated by self-observation, self-judgment, and self-reaction. In terms of self-
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regulated learning, online digital textbooks with little or no guidance may
serve as an arena for students to develop new strategies for linking their cur-
rent thinking about a problem while using the course content. Not much is
known about detailed student actions in such arenas. However, we propose
that data-mining and specifically network analysis may be used to gain such
knowledge.
2.2. Using network analysis for mining data logs
Online textbooks affords detailed analyses of parts of students’ interaction
with course teaching material. Server logs provide rather detailed registers
of the interactions between student and web-page. Server logs can be used
to provide information about sequences of interactions with the web-page,
and since sequences can be clustered in terms of their similarity (Xing et al.,
2010), it follows that server logs can be used to cluster sequences of student
actions. We propose to use network analysis to find clusters and describe our
approach in Sectio 5.
A network is a collection of entities and connections between these entities
(Author, 2016). The context defines what the entities represent. In network
terminology, these entities are called nodes and their connections are called
links. Most work in educational settings has been centered on social network
analysis (see e.g. Macfadyen & Dawson, 2010; Garc´ıa-Saiz et al., 2014), but
recently network analysis has also been employed in educational data mining
to find connections between words used by students (Dascalu et al., 2014;
Rabbany et al., 2014). For example, Rabbany et al. (2014) combines text-
mining techniques and word-co-occurrence to find clusters of topics with
which students engage.
Studies have used network analysis to investigate students’ behavior as
observed in game-like teaching situations (Shaffer et al., 2009), in interview
settings (Bodin, 2012), and in classroom settings (Author et al., 2017). These
networks depict the actions of a student, a group of students, or a classroom
of students in a particular context and as coded by an observer. These action
networks (Author, 2016) can be constructed in different ways. Shaffer et al.
(2009) use co-occurrence of predefined codes in a period of time as a way
to define nodes (codes) and links (co-occurrence). Bodin (2012) and Author
et al. (2017) also use predefined codes to classify different types of actions,
but for them links are based on the time-order of occurrence. Thus, nodes
represent codes and links represent the ordered sequence of two codes. These
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two approaches seem in line with the previously presented theoretical view on
problem solving as involving stages that follow each other in ordered cycles.
The approaches above will produce an action network for each observed
(or recorded) teaching and learning activity, for example, problem solving
classes or discussions. This could result in potentially many networks, and
since our aim is to find clusters of similar networks, a strategy is warranted.
One strategy is proposed by Faust (2006), who uses correspondence analysis
to find similarities between 52 social networks and then an approach reminis-
cent of k-means to find clusters. In this article, we will follow Author et al.
(2018), who use principal component analysis to find similarities between
networks depicting student-teacher dialogue and subsequently created a sim-
ilarity network in which clusters of dialogues could be found. This strategy
can be seen to have two significant advantages over commonly used clus-
tering techniques, such as k-means and hierarchical clustering (Dutt et al.,
2015). First, the quality of the clustering can be assessed in terms of a mea-
sure called the modularity (Q), which is the fraction of connections within
a cluster minus what could be randomly expected. For Q < 0.3 (Newman,
2004), there would be no significant community structure to detect, and most
community detection methods search the solution with the highest Q (Lan-
cichinetti & Fortunato, 2009). Second, more information about the structure
of a community is kept; it is not given that the clustering structure is hierar-
chical or flat, it could be either or in-between. Network community detecting
thus provides means to investigate such structures in more detail.
3. Research Questions
In this study, we are using only server logs to find patterns in student
actions. Thus, any relation to learning strategies or behaviors employed
while learning must be inferred. Before proceeding, we make the distinction
between learning behaviors, which is what the students do in their learning
processes, and behavioral structures as they appear in networks of student
actions. We define behavioral structures as the trace left behind by online
actions. Our analysis of server logs for this article is meant to create a
typology of behavioral structures. Furthermore, the correspondence between
behavioral structure and networks suggest that behavioral structures could
be seen as constituted by basic components that make a more complex whole.
With these distinctions between learning behavior, behavioral structures, and
components of behavioral structure, our research questions are:
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• RQ1: Which components of behavioral structure relevant to problem
solving can be identified by analyzing action networks of server logs?
• RQ2: Which types of action networks relevant to problem solving can
be identified by using the identified components, and how can these be
characterized?
• RQ3: Which behavioral structures in regards to problem solving may
be inferred from the resultant clusters session networks?
To answer the research questions, we propose a two-level network analyt-
ical approach. At one level, we create action networks that depict student
online behaviors. At another level we create a network of similar action net-
works. The problems we are going use as a case for our analysis, are situated
in a particular environment, which will necessarily affect the interpretations
we can make. Therefore, in the next section, we describe this environment;
the wiki-textbook.
4. The wiki-textbook
Studies in educational research have investigated the use and potential
of wikis as student collaborative platforms (Augar et al., 2004; Parker &
Chao, 2007; Lin & D.Kelsey, 2009; Matthew et al., 2009; Karasavvidis, 2010),
whereas educational research on the use of teacher-produced wikis as teaching
material for students seems to be lacking. The wiki-textbook utilizes the
possibility of using the wiki-format to create a textbook edited by experts
within a particular knowledge domain. This entails a constantly updated
textbook, with the functionality of a wiki. Such a textbook does not entail
collaboration between many disparate sources like Wikipedia. Rather, it is
the focused enterprise of scientists with very specific knowledge.
The wiki-textbook as used in this study is organized in a tree-structure
that mirrors a standard textbook. Each wiki-page can be seen as a sub-
section. Subsections are collected and shown in section wiki pages. Section
pages are collected and shown in chapter wiki-pages. All text chapters are
listed in a menu at the main page of the wiki-textbook and problems are
placed in separate sections. Each problem has a dedicated wiki-page, and
problems are collected according to relevant chapters. The reason for this
structure is to limit the need for scrolling (Wa¨stlund et al., 2005; Singer &
Alexander, 2017), since text-passages become smaller for each subdivision.
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Problems in the wiki-textbook make use of hints and model solutions
in the sense that they can be shown and hidden again by the user. Hints
and solutions have been developed separately over roughly five years taking
typical student procedural and content-related questions for solving each
problem into account. Consistent with the finding that solving many of the
same types of problem need not lead to better problem solving skills (Kim
& Pak, 2002), each problem has to do with a particular concept or situation
that is relevant to neutron scattering. Furthermore, users are students at
the graduate level, which suggests that they likely will employ deep learning
strategies when using hints and solutions (Sandelin et al., 2011). Thus, unlike
learning material employed in related research (Pol et al., 2005; Harskamp
& Suhre, 2007; Pol et al., 2008, 2009), the wiki-textbook does not focus on
development of student problem solving strategies.
Hints and solutions to problems are accessed by students at their own
leisure thus enabling self-regulated differentiated teaching for students. This
means that they decide individually when they need a hint to proceed solving
the problem or to check their solution against a solution implemented by the
teacher (Author et al., 2016a). The intention of the problems is to provide
students with a tool for reflection and self-regulation.
5. Methodology for analyzing server logs
This section provides an overview of the methodology we have developed
and employed to answer the three research questions. The methodology relies
on the idea of a session: a collection of events, which from the server logs can
be tied together by a unique identification code (the session-id). A session
consists of a number of time-ordered actions, and has duration, tdur. With
this definition, we can describe the proposed methodology. The following is
a list of all the steps in the methodology.
1. Use server logs to create a type of action networks that represent ses-
sions – we call these session networks.
2. Find components of behavioral structure
(a) Choose structural (network) measures and calculate these for each
session network
(b) Perform rotated principal component analysis (PCA) on network
measures
3. Construct network of similar session networks
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Figure 1: An example of a wiki-textbook problem with no hints or model solution shown
(top) and with all hints and the model solution shown (bottom).
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(a) Calculate similarity between each pair of sessions based on dis-
tances in rotated PC space
(b) Remove non-significant similarity scores to arrive at a backbone
similarity network
4. Find clusters of session networks using of community detection in net-
works
5. Interpret components of structural behavior as well as clusters of similar
networks
Next, we briefly describe each step. Details can be found in Appendix
C.
5.1. Using server logs to create session networks
In order to create session networks, we extracted information about ses-
sions and created a table for each as shown in Table 1. In that table, type,
document id, and target id uniquely determines the action. Type represents
the type of action, for example, whether a hide or show button was pressed,
whereas document id and target id refer to individual pages and specific but-
tons/links on a particular page.
Table 1: The information retained for session 1826 after cleaning main server log dump
Action tag type document id target id time stamp ∆t
1 A to problem 2411356568 2039119516 1411028922 ...
2 A show 2039119516 4124365635 1411029291 369
3 A hide 2039119516 4124365635 1411029298 7
4 A show 2039119516 4153568538 1411029299 1
5 A show 2039119516 4132439853 1411029313 14
6 DD other 3326751606 0 1411029326 13
7 A show 3326751606 4124365635 1411030487 1161
6 DIV other 3326751606 0 1411030597 110
8 IMG other 3326751606 3392475497 1411031858 1261
We now formed networks where nodes represented unique combinations
of type, document id, and target id, and links represented the order. The
value of a link was set to the time between actions, ∆t. The resulting session
network can be seen in Figure 5.1.
In this way, we created session networks from server logs from three years
(2012-2014) involving three iterations of a blended graduate level course on
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Figure 2: Network created on the basis of the events displayed in Table 1
Neutron Scattering. During this period, we have identified a total of 2184
sessions with duration, tdur > 300s. These session networks represented
ways in which students used the wiki textbook. Problem session networks
– session networks in which included a visit to a problem page – comprised
subset (n = 231) of the total set.
5.2. Finding components of behavioral structure
Inspired by Faust (2006), we aimed at comparing session networks by
various network measures. A multitude of network measures exist, and we
selected 23 measures of global network characteristics. Some are basic net-
work measures and derivatives, such as the number of nodes, N , the number
of links, L, and the density, ρ. Others, such as diameter, d, and Target En-
tropy, TE, provide information about the overall structure of the network.
Finally, we included connected triads – or motifs – in the analysis. Connected
triads have been described as the building blocks of networks (Milo et al.,
2002, 2004), and may provide more detailed understanding of the structure
of session networks. Tables 2 and 3 list the 23 measures we included in this
study.
To answer the first research question we performed a PCA on the 23 mea-
sures over the 2184 session networks. Principal component analysis (PCA)
is a technique commonly used to reduce the dimensionality of a set of vari-
ables (James et al., 2013; Jolliffe, 2002) and have in this respect been used
to find similarities in student answers to a questionnaire about their beliefs
about online learning (Valtonen et al., 2009). The present study used the
psych package (Revelle, 2017) in the R statistical computing environment (R
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Table 2: Ten of the network measures, which we have calculated in this study.
Symbol Description
N The number of nodes in the session network. Rep-
resent unique actions.
L The number of (directed) links in the session net-
work. Represents the local timing of actions.
ρ Fraction of number of links over number of possible
links. (Wasserman & Faust, 1994)
N↔ Number of mutual links.
d The diameter of the network. Formally, the
longest geodesic (a geodesic is the fewest number
of steps needed to connect two nodes) in a network.
(Wasserman & Faust, 1994)
l¯ The average path length (average length of
geodesics) (Wasserman & Faust, 1994)
TE Target Entropy, measures the unpredictability of
traffic surrounding a node. (Rosvall et al., 2005;
Author & other, 2013)
SI Search information, measures the average number
of questions needed to navigate from one node to
another when following links.(Rosvall et al., 2005;
Author & other, 2013)
C Transitivity, the number of closed triangles relative
to the number of connected triplets. (Wasserman
& Faust, 1994)
S The entropy of the distribution of number of con-
nections (called the degree distribution). (Costa
et al., 2007)
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Table 3: Network motifs we search for. We have used the naming scheme of Milo et al.
(2002).
Symbol Motif name and description
V-in. Two unique actions, which both precede one unique action at some point
during the session.
Chain. Unique actions following each other at some point during the session
Mutual-in. Two unique actions which followed each other at some point in the
session, and one action that preceded one of the unique actions at some point.
V-out. One unique action preceding two unique actions at some point during
the session.
Feed-forward-loop. Like a chain, but additionally one action preceding the
other at some point.
Regulated-mutual. Like V-out but with a mutual connection between the two
actions.
Mutual-out. Like mutual-in but with the single link reversed.
Mutual-V. A combination of mutual-in and mutual-out.
Three-loop. A closed loop of unique actions that followed each other at some
point during the session.
Regulated-3-loop. Like three-loop, but with an extra link between two unique
actions.
Regulating mutual. Like regulated-mutual but with non-mutual links reversed.
Semi-clique. Like V-in with an extra link between two unique events.
Clique. Three actions that all followed each other at some point during the
session.
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Core Team, 2017) to find rotated principal components (PCs). We opted
to use rotated components since this will ”drive loadings towards zero or
towards their maximum possible absolute value” Jolliffe (2002, p. 271), thus
maximizing differences between components. Thus, we expected each PC
to highlight different structural aspects of session networks, and we identify
PCs as components of behavioral structure.
5.3. Constructing network of similar session networks
Following Valtonen et al. (2009), we used the Principal Component scores
for each network as a basis for similarity. Treating components as spanning
a vector space, we calculated the Euclidean distance between each pair of
session networks. This procedure produced a symmetric distance matrix.
We then converted the distance matrix, D, to a similarity matrix, W , using
the transformation Wij = exp (−Dij). Thus, the similarity is a number
between 0 and 1, with 1 representing perfect similarity.
The matrix W is a way to describe a network. In this network, nodes
represent session networks and links how similar they are based on distance.
Since all session networks will be at a finite distance from each other, the
similarity network will be fully connected. Also, a session will be similar to
itself. These two conditions make it hard for community detection algorithms
to find cluster structure. The standard way to overcome self-similarity is to
remove the diagonal. To overcome the finite-distance problem, we follow
Author et al. (2016b) and use local adaptive networks sparsification (LANS)
(Foti et al., 2011) to remove insignificant connections. The principle behind
LANS is to find out which connections are important for each node. For
each link of a node, LANS compares its weight with all other weights of links
attached to the node. If the weight is greater than or equals to a predefined
fraction of other links the link is kept. Otherwise it is discarded for that node.
However, a link can survive if it is significant to just one of the two nodes
it connects. To conserve as much information as possible about similarity
connections, we choose the predefined fraction so that the resulting network
is connected. In doing this, the sparsified similarity network will not consist
of isolated islands.
5.4. Finding clusters of session networks by use of community detection
We used the fuzzy Infomap algorithm (Esquivel & Rosvall, 2011) to parti-
tion the similarity network into overlapping clusters. Fuzzy Infomap relies on
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an information theoretical correspondence between compression and regular-
ity detection. The algorithm can be described as a random walker traversing
the network via links. In the similarity network, the walker is expected to
spend a lot of time walking between similar session networks, because they
are tightly linked. Fuzzy Infomap will exploit the fact that it will be easier to
compress information about the walk if similar session networks are grouped
into clusters to partition the network. In some cases, a session network will
lie on the border between two clusters, and assigning the session network
to two or more clusters (with a given percentage belonging to each cluster)
will allow for more compression of the information about the walk. The end
product of this procedure is an assignment of each session network to one or
more clusters.
5.5. Interpreting components of behavioral structure
Each step of the methodology allow for interpretations and characteriza-
tions of components of behavioral structures and clusters of sessions. Having
characterized components and clusters, the analysis extends in two directions.
First, we coupled each cluster to non-network measures by searching for
over-representation of certain session attributes in clusters, for example, time-
of-day, weekday, year, and duration. This was done using the Segregation
Z-score, which was also employed by Author & other (2014). For Z > 1.96,
the Segregation is significantly different from random.
Second, we chose a representative session network based on raw network
measures from each cluster for detailed analysis. Using the session table (see
Table 1) to trace each student action and time spent between actions this
led to a model case for each cluster. The purpose of this was to discern a
number of behavioral structures.
6. Results and interpretations
6.1. Components of behavioral structure
We performed rotated PCA on the 2184 session networks with tdur >
300s. The loadings for each rotated component above an absolute threshold
value of 0.4 are listed in Table 4. For further technical details on the rotated
PCA, see Appendix D.1. Here, we describe each PC as a component of
behavioral structure.
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Table 4: Component loadings absolutely above 0.4 for the five components of structural
behavior
Network Measure Comp. 1 Comp. 2 Comp. 3 Comp. 4 Comp. 5
N 0.91
L 0.80 0.41
ρ -0.61
d 0.96
l¯ 0.96
N↔ 0.84
0.81
0.79 0.53
0.86
0.80
0.70
0.68
0.85
0.88
0.71
0.48 0.48
0.72
0.66 0.43
0.52
C 0.60
S 0.82
TE 0.83
SI 0.54 0.49 0.44
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Component of behavioral structure 1: Linear Length. This component is
characterized by a high number of nodes, N , and links, L, combined with
low density and long average path length, l¯. This means that long linear
structures in general tend to score high on this component. For example,
navigating to a problem with many sub-questions, hints, and model solu-
tions, and pressing all hints and solutions will likely result in high Linear
Length.
Component of behavioral structure 2: Mutuality. Mutual links (N↔) load
high on this component, as do the motifs which all include mutual links.
Consecutively showing-hiding-showing hints and/or solutions will likely con-
tribute to a high Mutuality.
Component of behavioral structure 3: Navigation. Vin, Vout, chains, and loops
load highly on this component. Navigating away from and back to the prob-
lem page rather than consecutively repeating a pattern on the same page will
likely result in high Navigation. Showing a hint or solution, then searching
for information on other pages in the wiki-textbook, and then returning to
do some action could be a realization of such a pattern.
Component of behavioral structure 4: Complexity. This is the only compo-
nent, on which transitivity (a measure of closed motifs (Csardi & Nepusz,
2006)) loads above the 0.4 level. Also, the entropy of the degree distribution
and Target Entropy have high loads on this component. This indicates that
sessions with high Complexity are probably dominated by many intercon-
nections and shortcuts. Extensive use of the interactive affordances of the
wiki-textbook – navigating to and from hints and solutions, but also to and
from pages with information – is likely associated with high Complexity.
Component of behavioral structure 5: Erraticism. The regulating mutual and
regulated mutual motifs have large loads on this component and not on other
components. Session with high Erraticism likely show a pattern of consec-
utively performing one action, then another, then first again but also navi-
gating to and from the page where the consecutive actions were performed.
The regulating mutual motif would, for example, be seen in cases where a
student shows a hint or model solution, hides the hint/solution, tries to solve
the problem, shows the hint again, navigates to information in one page,
then another page, then goes back to hide the hint again, tries to solve the
problem once more and then finally navigates to the first information page
to re-check information.
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6.2. Clusters created of the similarity network
Of the 2184 sessions, 231 involved a visit to a problem page. The similar-
ity network was constructed on the basis of these problem session networks.
Fuzzy Infomap found 12 clusters in total. However, two of these clusters
consisted of one session network each and where discarded from further anal-
ysis. Hence, we base the rest of our analysis on the 229 remaining problem
session networks. Figure 3 shows the sparsified similarity network with colors
highlighting the ten clusters. Sessions in more than one cluster are marked
by gray colors. To describe the network, we adopt a map metaphor, so that
the upper parts of the similarity network constitute the North and the lower
parts the South. Three strong clusters seem to be formed in the South-
East ”coast” of the network with the clusters 1, 2, and 6 running along the
coast. The gray sessions lying between 1 and 2 are shared between these
two clusters. North-West from here lays first clusters 3 and 7. They share
three sessions, but also share sessions with all other clusters. Further North-
Western lay clusters 4,5,8,9, and 10. Cluster 4 is the largest cluster, but also
shares many session networks with other clusters. The details of each cluster
are shown in Table D.5 in ??.
6.3. Interpretation of groups of clusters
For each cluster we calculated the mean scores and standard errors on
each component. Based on cluster scores on Complexity, we divided the
ten clusters into three groups, each of which represent a different level of
complexity. That is, this distinction is based on the mean scores for each
cluster on the Complexity Component (see Figure 4). Below, we provide
interpretations of each group. Appendix D.3 provides further descriptions of
each group.
6.3.1. Group A – the least complex group
The clusters in Group A seem to reflect different instances of the same
overall structure: All clusters in this group are very linear, meaning that
students only clicks once on each consecutive link. Behavioral structures in
this group could reflect that students show hints and solutions and then print
the problem and work on Schoenfeld’s phases away from the screen; that they
use the page as a reference while working; or that they only make use of the
read and verify phases of Schoenfeld.
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Figure 3: The sparsified similarity network. We have found ten overlapping groups. Colors
represent clusters; links represent similarity in the space of rotated components. Labels
represent time classes found by analyzing length of sessions. The inset shows the distri-
bution of Time Class for all problem solving sessions, see Section 6.4. Gray circles belong
to more than one cluster.
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Figure 4: We separated clusters into three groups based on their Complexity scores. The
red lines indicate separation into Groups.
6.3.2. Group B – the medium complex group
Group B seems to be composed of clusters that exhibit linearity, but with
a few ’detours’ which we interpret as signs that students are to some extent
exploring and interacting with the material and not just activating hints and
solutions in succession. Thus, behavioral structures in this group could be
a combination of the behaviors of Group A and an Schoenfeld’s exploration
and perhaps planning phases. In that case detours would involve visiting
other pages to gather information.
6.3.3. Group C – the most complex group
Clusters in this group score highly on Complexity and are quite diverse
on the other components (see Figure D.7). This may indicate a number of
different strategies. For example, Cluster 10 exhibits high Erraticism, yield-
ing a behavioral structure that could make extensive use of the hint/solution
functionality, but maybe not in a strategic way. Such a behavioral structure
may signify students continuously carrying out slightly modified plans and
verifying solutions and may not evidence self-regulated learning as much as
trial-and-error strategies. In contrast, Cluster 4 combines Navigation with
Complexity, which may account for deliberate surveying and exploration be-
fore carrying out and verifying. This type of behavioral structure might
signify the use of a strategy that mimics what an expert would do. Cluster
9 shows high Mutuality which is most likely associated with using the show-
hide functionality. The key difference between the Mutuality and Erratic
components is the prevalence of regulated/regulating mutual motifs. Thus,
the additional clicking associated with the Erraticism is what this analysis
structurally associates with an erratic behavior. It is not clear that remov-
ing this additional clicking makes behavioral structures with high Mutuality
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much different from those with high Erraticism.
6.4. Comparison with session attributes
In order to further characterize clusters and qualify behavioral structures,
we investigated whether time-of-day, day-of-week, week, year, and durations
where associated with particular clusters (see Appendix D.7 for details).
Using the Segregation measure (Author & other, 2014), we investigated the
extent to which attributes were over-represented in clusters. Testing for
hour, day, week, and year separately, we found no evidence of Segregation
(Z < 1.96 for all these measures). However, testing for duration of sessions,
we did find evidence of Segregation; using the quartiles of a kernel density
estimate (R Core Team, 2017; Sheather & Jones, 1991) on sessions with
tdur ≤ 3h, we were able to categories durations as short (5− 25min), middle
(25min−1.4h), and long (d1.4h−3h). Taking three hours as a maximum for
one sitting, we labeled sessions with tdur > 3h as extensive. With this division
into time classes, we found significant Segregation on clusters (Z ≈ 4). We
then calculated the per cluster Segregation, finding that clusters in Group A
all had a significant overrepresentation of short sessions. Cluster 4 showed
an overrepresentation of long sessions. This seems to support the view of
this cluster being associated with exploration as well as carrying out and
verifying.
In addition to the Segregation analysis, we also quantified show/hide
behavior using the parameter µ, the difference between number of clicks on
show and number of clicks on hide relative to the total number of clicks on
show and hide. Sessions in Group A featured significantly more show-clicks
without subsequent hide-clicks than did Group C. Group B was placed in the
middle between the two, but with large uncertainty. Appendix D.8 shows
the full analysis.
6.5. Behavioral structures identified selected sessions
In answering the third research question, we analyzed a typical session
network from each cluster in detail. Using Schonfeld’s phases as a guide,
the list below summarizes the results of that analysis. Each item represents
what we label a behavioral structure. The numbers signify clusters from
which the behavioral structures have been inferred. Our full analysis is given
in Appendix D.9.
1. Reading-Selective-Verification. In problems with more than one sub-
problem, students may select particular sub-problems to focus on. This
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is reflected in a structure where, for example, the first solution is ac-
cessed quickly, while solutions to later sub-problems are accessed after
spending more time. There is time between checking solutions for off-
line work with the problem.
2. Reading. This structure is associated with very little activity. The
wiki-textbook is used to look at the formulation of problems and may
verify solutions elsewhere. There seems to be little time for online work
with the problem.
3. Embedded-Reading-Verification. This structure is like 1. above but em-
bedded in the engagement with another perhaps more complex prob-
lem. Here, the solutions to one problem are shown and moved through
quickly, while the embedding problem is devoted more time and per-
haps complex behavior.
4. Read-Verify-Explore. This structure is characterized by reading the
problem after which there is interplay between reading/verifying solu-
tions and exploring the wiki-textbook for information. Time is spent
going back and forth between the problem – where hints and solutions
are viewed – and visiting wiki-textbook pages with relevant informa-
tion.
5. Reading-Peaking. Here the problem is viewed for some time, after which
a solution or hint is shown and then quickly hidden again. Showing the
same solution or hint only to quickly hide it again, may happen more
than once for each solution and hint.
6. Reading-Verification. This structure is associated with opening all hints
and solutions quickly after reading the problem text.
7. Embedded-Selective-Verification. This structure is like as 6. above but
embedded in a more complex problem. Here, considerable time is spent
before showing particular solutions, while other solutions are accessed
more quickly.
8. Exploration. This structure is associated with visiting different wiki-
textbook pages, which may not be topically related and subsequently
visiting problems, which may not be related to the wiki-textbook pages
previously visited. Solutions and hints are likely shown quickly.
9. Integrated-Interactive. This structure is associated with making exten-
sive use of many if not all features of wiki-textbook when engaged with
wiki-textbook problems. Textbook pages and problems relate to an
initially visited problem are visited, and solutions are shown only after
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longer periods of time have passed. After showing solutions, some time
is spent before the next action.
10. Erratic-Interactive This structure is associated with Erraticism. It in-
volves multiple showing and hiding of hints and solutions with short
intervals in between showing and hiding. It may involve going back
and forth between related problems, showing and hiding hints and so-
lutions. Thus, like Integrated-Interactive, this behavioral structure also
makes use of the wiki-textbook affordances but does so in an erratic
manner.
We emphasize that these behavioral structures have been extracted from
session networks that showed typical structural characteristics in a cluster.
Thus, we do not claim that all or only sessions in, for example, cluster 10
can be characterized as Erratic-Interactive. This analysis relied on compar-
ing session network with a session table (like Table 1), which held additional
information about the time between clicks and the particular pages visited.
Thus, behavioral structures hold more information than just network struc-
ture. To discern behavioral structure, we also found it necessary to analyze
timing between events and to encode knowledge of particular types of actions.
7. Discussion
We start the discussion by summing up our results and then proceed to
discuss the implications of our results for learning behaviors and learning
strategies. Then, we discuss the limitations of the study.
We used rotated PCA of network measures applied to session networks
to identify five different components of behavioral structure: Complexity,
Linear length, Navigation, Mutuality, and Erraticism. These components of
behavioral structures comprise our answer to the first research question. Us-
ing the identified components of behavioral structure as a basis for similarity,
we constructed a similarity network and used fuzzy community detection to
extract ten overlapping clusters of sessions. To answer the second research
question, we used cluster mean scores on the five components of behavioral
structure to identify three overarching Groups, A, B, and C. Furthermore,
we characterized each group in terms of complexity, as well as commonalities
and differences within the group. Finally, we used Segregation analysis to
show that Group A consisted primarily of short (5-25 min sessions), and fur-
thermore found that Group A also featured more showing of hints/solutions
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without subsequent hiding than did Group C. In answering the third research
question, we have proposed ten behavioral structures by in-depth analysis of
a structurally typical session from each cluster. Appendix E.1 provides
a detailed overview of our findings. Here, we turn to discussing behavioral
structures and their possible significance to learning behaviors and learning
strategies.
7.1. Behavioral structures as embedded in learning behaviors and learning
strategies
The networks in this study are embedded in a particular context with a
particular meaning, and our focus on only structural aspects hide some of
that context. However, there seems to be a dynamic relationship between
structure and context; they affect and are affected by each other. On the
one hand, using the show-hide functionality has an impact on the structural
aspects we can observe. On the other hand, students’ intention when en-
gaging with wiki-textbook problems must influence the way they use various
functionalities. Our analyses of the sample sessions from Clusters 3 and 7
showed students who seemed to use a solution to a closed problem in their
work with another more open problem. As noted above, what could be ob-
served was a linear structure akin to the structures seen in Group A but
embedded in a more complex structure. However, as has also been noted,
there are many more variables at stake when students engage with learning,
which is why the behavioral structures we have identified in this study cannot
be labeled learning strategies or even learning behaviors. Rather, behavioral
structures form part of what a student does when engaging with the mate-
rial. One could then argue that if we had access to everything a student does
– online, verbally, and physically – then a combined map of all these parts
would comprise a learning strategy. However, in a constructivist tradition,
learning also has to do with why one learns and with the context in which
one learns. Thus, it is likely that proposed learning strategies, which do not
address why students engage with the content or the context of learning,
will fail to explain why something was learned and something was not. For
example, even if a student ’goes through the right motions’ the student may
not engage with the material in a meaningful way and may not learn what
was intended. We argue instead that a combined map could be seen as a
reflection of learning behaviors.
Figure 7.1 sums up this view of learning strategies. Components of struc-
tural behavior – in various modalities – are combined into behavioral struc-
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Figure 5: Our conception of how components of behavioral structure fit in a larger scheme
to make up behavioral structures, learning behaviors, and learning strategies.
tures. Learning behaviors can then be seen as a combination of many be-
havioral structures. By adding student intent and context to this interaction
picture, we would have a description of learning strategies. Though a de-
tailed discussion of complexity in education Davis & Sumara (2006) beyond
the scope of this article, we note that this view is in accordance with the
concept of embeddedness.
7.2. Limitations of the study
This study has mainly been case study of what can be learned from server
logs. There are a number of limitations, and we have identified two types.
The first type of limitation has to do with the limited modality of our
data. The data stems from a web-site, where users were anonymous; we
do not know the identity of students. We cannot actually be sure that all
problem solving sessions were done by students, even if the activity pertaining
to problems was mainly during course weeks (see Appendix D.4). This is why
we have been careful to describe only behaviors and not students. With non-
anonymous data, we would be able to ascribe different sessions to the same
student. Thus, we would (a) be able to see if student behavioral structures
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were stable for a student or if students made use of different behavioral
structures at different times and (b) if the same student engaged with two
sessions in parallel or just after each other. This might had changed the
composition of clusters and groups. Another, but related, limitation is that
we cannot know if we are seeing the behavioral structures of only one student.
Students may work in small groups when solving these problems. Finally, it is
difficult to interpret time between two consecutive actions. Longer times may
be due to a student thinking really hard, a student using a different modality
(e.g. pen and paper), or a student taking a break. These limitations are the
reason we have focused on behavioral structures, but this focus in turn also
limits our inferences.
The second set of limitations has to do with the sample. While 231
problems may seem like a lot, the number of students who engaged with these
problems is probably in the order of 40-50. The clusters we have found may
not represent a larger student body. Also, the interactions we investigated
are specific to the area of Neutron Scattering and may be biased.
8. Conclusion
Starting from 2184 session server logs of student interactions with a wiki-
textbook on neutron scattering, we created session networks, which captured
the structure of student online actions. Using rotated principal component
analysis, we identified five components of behavioral structure: Complexity,
Linear Length, Navigation, Mutuality, and Erraticism. Based on session net-
work scores on these components, we created a network of similar sessions,
and found three large groups – A, B, and C – with different overall char-
acteristics. Group A showed linear behavior and an overrepresentation of
short (5-25 min) sessions, while Group C showed more complex behavior in-
volving, for example, more hiding of hints and solutions after showing them.
We took Group A to represent interactions which did not make much use of
the interactive affordances of the wiki-textbook, while Group C represented
interactions which made more use of these affordances. Finally, we analyzed
typical sessions in clusters to identify ten behavioral structures, and we have
argued that these structures can be seen as integral parts the behaviors that
students employ when learning in a blended setting.
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Highlights
• The paper presents a novel approach of analysing server logs of student
interactions with a web-site
• The approach conceptualises student interactions with a web-site as
behavioural structures.
• The paper identifies behavioural structures as these appear in connec-
tion with problem solving in an online textbook format.
• The paper identifies and characterises three over-arching groups of be-
havioural structures: linear, complex, and in-between.
• Linear structures are linked to shorter session durations and less use of
web-site affordances than complex structures.
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Appendix A. Additional Background
Appendix A.1. Additional research on hints and solutions in problem solving
However, the provision of hints and solutions will not automatically lead
to students learning how to solve problems. Chi et al. (1989) find that stu-
dents’ way of engaging with solutions in an intervention study is correlated
with their success in a post-test. They find that ”good students” (sic) ex-
hibit behaviors, which are different from ”poor students”. In their analysis,
a ”good student” elaborates on the given example solutions while studying
them to generate own understandings of the laws of physics. They tend to
monitor their own understanding and this self-monitoring generates observ-
able actions. For Chi et al. actions are student utterances. In the case of
monitoring web-based actions, the observable actions might be visiting text
pages, other similar problems, or showing and hiding hints and solutions.
The use of example solutions is not trivial in the sense of either student
maturity or gender. Using a self-reported survey, Sandelin et al. (2011) find
that some pharmaceutical students employed deep learning strategies when
studying worked out examples and others did not. They find a student
maturity effect on learning strategies; fourth year students were much more
likely to use example solutions for deep learning than first or second year
students. Furthermore, they find a gender difference. Females were more
likely to use examples productively than males.
Appendix A.2. Additional research on clustering
Clustering methods assume underlying distance metrics and distribution
of variables. For example, in analysing an on-line questionnaire about Finnish
high school student’ readiness of adoption of on-line learning, Valtonen et al.
(2009) use principal component analysis to identify underlying variables (la-
belled sub-scales in that study) and subsequently k-means clustering (Dutt
et al., 2015) to find three distinct groups of students with different atti-
tudes towards adopting on-line learning. In education as well as in other
fields, clusters are often identified using either k-means or hierarchical clus-
tering (Dutt et al., 2015). k-means takes as the input the number of clusters
to be identified and subsequently finds clusters based on each observation’s
distance in some mathematical space to a centroid. Hierarchical clustering
(either agglomerative or divisive) is based on the distance between each pair
of observations. Clusters are identified on the basis of some cut-off distance.
k-means clustering is often seen as a non-costly and quick way of acquiring
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clusters. The number of clusters needs to be specified beforehand and the
output is an unstructured set of clusters. This limits subsequent analyses.
Hierarchical clustering adds information about structure, since observations
are joined at different levels of dissimilarity. However, once two observations
have been joined, they are treated as one, which can result in the loss of in-
formation about structure. Furthermore, there is no standard for identifying
clusters in hierarchical clustering.
Appendix A.3. Wikis as textbooks
Digital and on-line textbook have been conceptualized in many different
ways. Some digital textbooks are published in a software framework which
offers the reader further functionalities such as e.g. highlighting of words,
commenting and dictionary look-ups (most eBooks) but also and enhancing
visualization and illustration of concepts by figures with zooming option or
3D animations (e.g. iBooks). Other textbook-like formats are HyperPhysics
(Nave, 2017) and documents generated automatically from texts (see e.g.
Drakos, 2003).
A novel possibility is to use the wiki-format to create a textbook edited
by experts within a particular knowledge domain. This would entail a con-
stantly updated textbook, with the functionality of a wiki. Such a text-
book would not entail collaboration between many disparate sources like
Wikipedia. Rather, it would be the focused enterprise of scientists with very
specific knowledge. By far most of the educational research investigates the
use and potential of wikis as student collaborative platforms (Augar et al.,
2004; Parker & Chao, 2007; Lin & D.Kelsey, 2009; Matthew et al., 2009;
Karasavvidis, 2010), whereas educational research on the use of teacher-
produced wikis as teaching material for students seems to be lacking.
A wiki-textbook would share the affordance of all digital textbooks that
words and concepts are structured to be easily accessible and searchable. On
the other hand, reading longer texts on a computer screen presents students
with an increased cognitive load because of the need of scrolling, which in
turn makes it more difficult to locate previous information when it is needed.
This tends to reduce reading comprehension (Wa¨stlund et al., 2005; Singer
& Alexander, 2017). Also, while a digital textbook may afford highlighting
and note-taking, it lacks the flexibility and robustness of pen and paper
(Karlsson & Sto¨ckel, 2017; Holman et al., 2005; Piper & Hollan, 2009). For
example, pen and paper are not dependent on battery and may be hurled
to the floor without suffering fatal damage. Thus, allowing a combination of
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a digital and printed versions of a textbook may be an optimal solution for
accommodating diverse student preferences.
Software underlying a wiki-textbook interface will log user actions. Large
amount of data is stored and that data describes the behaviors of users of
the wiki-textbook.
Appendix B. Additional information the wiki textbook as imple-
mented in this study
In this section we describe the creation and maintenance of the wiki-
textbook. We also provide examples of text and problems as they appear in
the wiki-textbook.
The wiki-textbook is based on a textbook-like file (for brevity, we refer
to that file as the textbook) featuring content and problems provided by
eight experts within the field of neutron scattering. One expert acts as a
main author and moderator of chapter coherence, chapter organization, and
topical relevance. The textbook is continuously updated when important new
findings are found. The tasks of the main author represent specific challenges
to a collaborative writing project (Lin et al., 2008) versus other wiki-related
projects. Therefore, the development of the textbook and transformation
into the wiki-textbook format are two separate processes.
As described in the main article, the wiki-textbook is organized in a tree-
structure that mirrors the textbook. Figure Appendix B shows an example.
All text chapters are listed in a menu at the main page of the wiki-textbook
and the problems are placed in a separate chapter. See Figure Appendix B.
The reason for this structure is to limit the need for scrolling, since text-
passages become smaller for each subdivision.
In the transformation from textbook to wiki-textbook, hints and model
solutions are added. The hints and solutions have been developed separately
over roughly five years taking typical student procedural and technical (math-
ematical) questions for solving each problem into account. Consistent with
the finding that solving many of the same types of problem need not lead
to better problem solving skills (Kim & Pak, 2002), each problem has to do
with a particular concept or situation that is relevant to neutron scattering.
Furthermore, the users are students at the graduate level, which suggests
that they likely will employ deep learning strategies when using hints and
solutions (Sandelin et al., 2011). Thus, unlike learning material employed in
related research (Pol et al., 2005; Harskamp & Suhre, 2007; Pol et al., 2008,
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Figure B.6: A screen shot showing the main page of the wiki-textbook (top) and an
example of text in the wiki text book (bottom)
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2009), the wiki-textbook does not focus on development of student problem
solving strategies.
The hints and solutions to problems in our study are in practice imple-
mented with several extensions to the MediaWiki engine, specifically ShowHide,
MathJax and CrossReference, whereof the last two are related to the contents
rather than the functionality. We have used the MediaWiki engine to create
the wiki-textbook, and make use of multiple extensions and functionalities.
Specifically, ShowHide, MathJax, and CrossReference 1. The wiki-textbook
is part of a larger on-line package of teaching materials for neutron scatter-
ing, which may be accessed at e-neutrons.org. The software as well as access
to the web-site is free.
Appendix C. Details on methodology
Appendix C.1. Definitions: sessions and networks
A session. A collection of events, which are tied together by a common iden-
tification code, called the session-id. For each user action a number of iden-
tifiers are recorded (see Section 5.1 in main text). One of those identifiers
is a time stamp. This is the number of seconds from some starting time, t0,
likely when the server was started. In identifying the duration of sessions,
the first time stamp, tstart, was subtracted from the last time stamp, tend, to
calculate the duration of the session in seconds, tdur = tend − tstart. We infer
that all unique sessions involve the use of one computer. However, they can
extend through a long period of time and can involve more than one student.
The methodology operates with two levels of networks, the level of the
individual session and the level of similarity between individual sessions.
Since the methodology is based on network analysis, the next step is to
define nodes and links for the two levels.
Session network level. At this level, we define a node as an action, Ai, that
occurs on a web-page. For example, if a [show] button is clicked on a par-
ticular problem page. Each such action is recorded in the server log with a
time stamp, ti. A link, L
k
ij is created between two actions, Ai and Aj, if Aj
follows Ai in the server log, that is if tj > ti. The time between actions is
then, ∆tkij = t
k
j − tki . A link can occur multiple times, which is represented
by the index k.
1See MediaWiki documentation at https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki
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Similarity network level. At this level, each node represents a session net-
work, and links represent similarity. As will be shown later, the method-
ology uses Euclidean distances in a space spanned by principal components
of structural network measures as a basis for similarity. Having created a
similarity network, a community detection algorithm (Esquivel & Rosvall,
2011) will partition this network into clusters of structurally similar sessions.
Appendix C.2. Details on creating session networks
As described in Table 1 in the main text, we used document id to uniquely
identify a viewable document, for example, a page containing a problem and
target id to identify the target of the action. Targets can be hyper-links
to other pages, show/hide buttons, or other actions (such as showing an
image, scrolling, or dragging). Tags are HTML-tags. To distinguish between
different types of actions, we created an identifier called type. Using URL
names, the Document Object Model (Wikipedia, 2018) of the wiki-software,
and HTML-tags, we could use the type-identifier to label whether an action
was navigation to a wiki-page with a problem or not, if it was a click on show
or on hide, or other. Pages that involve wiki-textbook problems all have the
word problem in the URL. We used this to create a list 231 sessions, which
included events on pages with one or several of 25 wiki-textbook problems.
We subsequently used this list to keep track of these problem solving sessions.
Finally, we used the timestamps for each session to calculate each time period,
∆tkij, between two subsequent actions, Ai and Aj.
Each action, Ai was now labeled with a code consisting of typei,document idi,
and target idi. For example, in Table 1 in the main text, the first and second
events are
A1 = to problem 2411356568 2039119516
A2 = show 2039119516 4124365635
with the link
L11,2 = 369s
These two actions are now represented as nodes in the network in Figure 2 in
the main text, as are the rest of the actions and time differences. Thus, each
session is visualized by nodes and links between nodes. The length of the
arrows and the size of the nodes have no significance in this representation.
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Appendix C.3. Short descriptions of network measures
In this section, we give a brief description of the network measures used
in this study. We have already described nodes, N and links, L. The density,
ρ, can be seen as a measure of how many unique events are connected; in a
high density session network a user have navigated between a large fraction
of the unique events. Mutual links, N↔ indicate that a student has navigated
back and forth between two unique actions.
Shortest paths from unique actions to other actions are central to the next
four measures. A shortest path between two nodes, Ai and Aj is the least
number of possible other nodes one has to visit in order to get from Ai to Aj
Wasserman & Faust (1994). Shortest paths are often used in navigational
models. The average (shortest) path length, l¯, is a measure of how long
paths one will usually have to take. The diameter, d, is the longest shortest
path in the session network and is often taken as a linear measure of the
size of the network. Target entropy, TE and search information SI (Rosvall
et al., 2005; Author & other, 2013) use shortest paths to gauge the activity
around an action and how difficult it is to find Aj from Ai, respectively. In
this study, we calculate TE and SI for the whole network. Doing this for
TE will yield information about the predictability of a session network. For
example, if a session network consists of a linear string, TE = 0, while it will
be higher for more complex networks. SI will yield information about the
navigability of the network; a low SI will signify easy navigation from action
to action on average.
Motifs Milo et al. (2002, 2004), which are the thirteen possible differ-
ent connected triads of nodes have been described as the building blocks
of networks and in our case they may reflect patterns of action. Sessions
with a relatively large number of chains would be very linear, while session
networks with a high number of cliques (six directed links between three
nodes) would signify a lot of navigating back and forth between pages and/or
showing/hiding hints/solutions. We expect to find more of certain motifs in
session networks depicting particular kinds of behavioral structures.
Appendix C.4. The LANS procedure
In order to make the similarity network more amenable to cluster analysis,
we follow Author et al. (2016b) and use local adaptive networks sparsification
(LANS) (Foti et al., 2011) to remove insignificant connections. The principle
behind LANS is to find out which connections are important for each node.
For a link Lij, LANS compares its weight, Wij , with all other weights of
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links attached to the node. If Wij is greater than or equal to a predefined
fraction of other links, f = 1 − α, where α can be interpreted as a p-value,
the link is kept. Otherwise it is discarded for that node. However, a link
can survive if it is significant to just one of the two nodes it connects. As
a rule of thumb, we choose the smallest α-level where the network is still
connected. In doing this, the sparsified similarity network will not consist
of isolated islands. In contrast to the directed and possibly weighted session
networks, the similarity network is undirected and weighted.
Appendix D. Additional information on results
Appendix D.1. Technical details on PCA
We performed the rotated principal component analysis on the 2184 ses-
sion networks with tdur > 300s. Of these, 231 was identified as problem
solving sessions. The parallel analysis suggested that five principal com-
ponents would be sufficient for our purposes. Running the PCA with five
components and varimax rotation we found that each component accounted
for 8% or more of the variance (adding up to a total of 77%). Adding and
extra rotated component accounted for an additional 5%, and we chose to
keep five components. The loadings for each rotated component above an
absolute threshold value of 0.4 are listed in Table 4 in the main article. We
identified each rotated component as a component of behavioral structure,
and session networks with high scores on a component should exhibit network
measures in accordance with the loadings on that component.
We correlated session scores on each component and found no correla-
tions (p > 0.9 for all correlations). However, for the subset of 231 problem
solving sessions we did find small but significant correlations between scores
on some of the components. For the 231 problem sessions, component 1 and
2 were negatively correlated with Component 4 (r = −0.2, p < 0.01 and
r = −0.3, p < 10−6, respectively). Component 2 and 4 were positively cor-
related with component 5 (r = 0.2, p < 0.01 for both). Thus, the problem
sessions seem to represent a special kind of behavior. In following para-
graphs, we describe each component and give preliminary characterizations
of the underlying behavior. We limit our characterization to behavior asso-
ciated with problem solving, although the components have been extracted
from a broader set of sessions.
Appendix D.2. Summary of information about clusters
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Appendix D.3. Descriptions of Groups
Appendix D.3.1. Group A – the least complex group
Description: A total of 82 sessions are represented in this group. 75 of
these sessions are full members of Group A, meaning that they are either
fully part of clusters 1, 2, or 6 or their membership is shared between clus-
ters 1, 2, and 6.
The clusters in Group A have significantly negative scores on the Complexity
Component. Thus, Group A could be said to represent the least complex,
or most linear, networks. Within this group, Linear Length separates the
clusters: Cluster 6 scores highest of all clusters on Linear Length, Cluster
1 scores medium, and Cluster 2 scores low on Linear Length, so the linear
length and average path length l¯ varies within this group where session net-
works in Cluster 6 contain more nodes and links and session in Cluster 2
fewest. This can be confirmed by consulting Table D.5.
Appendix D.3.2. Group B – the medium complex group
Description: There is a total of 40 sessions in Group B, 23 of which are
full members.
Group B score approximately 0 on the Complexity Component, which is
significantly different than group A and C, i.e. sessions of group B has
medium complexity.
Group B is also specifically separable on Target Entropy - higher than group
A but lower than Group C. See Table D.5. Clusters 3 and 7 within group
B is are separated by Linear Length. Cluster 3 scores significantly higher,
meaning the linearity length parameter (as well as the average path length
l¯) is bigger in Cluster 3. Table D.5 confirms that Cluster 3 scores higher
on every network measure that loads on Linear Length, while they score
similarly on TE, S, and C.
Appendix D.3.3. Group C – the most complex group
Description: There is a total of 123 sessions represented in this group,
107 of which are full members.
Mean scores on the Complexity Component in Group C are significantly
positive. Group C thus represents the most complex sessions of the dataset.
Within group C, the clusters are further characterized on their mean scores
on other components as described below.
• Cluster 9 scores significantly positive on the Mutuality Component
(but comparable to Clusters 4 and 10, which have large error-bars).
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Figure D.7: Mean component scores per cluster. Error bars represent 95% confidence
intervals.
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I.e. these session networks show higher Mutuality than other sessions
in Group C.
• Cluster 4 scores significantly higher than other clusters on the Naviga-
tion Component. Table D.5 that sessions in Cluster 4 have more Vin,
Vout, and loop motifs when compared to other clusters. This accounts
for the higher scores on Navigation.
• Cluster 10 scores significantly positive on Erraticism but has large
within group variation. Consulting Table D.5, this seems to be due
to the large number of regulating/regulated mutual motifs.
• Cluster 5 and 8 both score low on Linear Length. In that sense they
are similar to Cluster 2 in Group A, but with a much higher score
on Complexity. Clusters 5 and 8 score significantly different on the
Mutuality Component (Cluster 5 approximately 0, Cluster 8 negative)
and the Navigation Component (Cluster 5 negative, Cluster 8 slightly
positive).
Appendix D.4. Descriptive statistics
Figure D.8: Descriptive statistics for various measures related to time.
Descriptive statistics for various measures related to time are shown in
Figure Appendix D.4
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Appendix D.5. Distributions of duration times per cluster
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Figure D.9: Distribution of session durations in Clusters 1-5.
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Figure D.10: Distribution of session durations in Clusters 6-10.
Appendix D.6. The Segregation measure
We used the Segregation measure as employed by Author & other (2014).
The Segregation measures any over representation of a particular node at-
tribute in a group. For example, a cluster might consist of sessions that
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happened more at a particular week day than could be randomly expected.
This would result in a high Segregation when compared to random varia-
tion. We follow Author & other (2014) and assign attributes randomly and
calculate the Segregation for the random assignment. We do this N = 104
times and calculate the Z-score Z = (X− < X >)/σX . For Z > 1.96, the
Segregation is significantly different from random Author & other (2014).
The Segregation has been developed for hard partitioning only, while we em-
ploy a fuzzy partitioning. To accommodate this deficit, we created a hard
partitioning, in which a session network was put in the cluster to which it
had the highest percentage of belonging. For example, Session Network 50,
is 80% part of Cluster 4 and 20% part of Cluster 10. In the hard partition,
Session Network 50 would then be assigned to Cluster 4.
Appendix D.7. Comparison with session attributes
In order to further characterize clusters and qualify behavioral structures,
we investigated whether time of day, day of week, week, year, and durations
where associated with particular clusters (for descriptive statistics of these
variables, see Appendix Appendix D.4 above. Using the Segregation mea-
sure (Author & other, 2014), we investigated the extent to which attributes
were over-represented in clusters. Testing for hour, day, week, and year sepa-
rately, we found no evidence of segregation (Z < 1.96 for all these measures,
see Figure Appendix D.7).
Testing to see, if particular durations of sessions were associated with
particular clusters posed some difficulty because in general, the distributions
of durations were not comparable (see Appendix Appendix D.5). Instead,
we created a Time Class variable by dividing durations into a discrete set
of time classes: short, middle, long, and extensive. We did this by first
dividing the durations into two smaller sets, one with session durations less
than 3 hours (201 sessions) and the other set with session durations of more
than 3 hours. This division was made based on our expectation that 3
hours would for most be the maximum time spent in one sitting and then
the remaining time was probably spent on breaks from the actual work in
the wiki-textbook (without logging out). Sessions with durations of more
than 3 hours were labeled extensive. For the remaining sessions, we made a
kernel density estimate (R Core Team, 2017; Sheather & Jones, 1991) and
used the quartiles as separators. From this, the duration of short sessions is
from 5 to about 25 minutes, middle sessions range from about 25 minutes
to 1.4 hours, while long sessions range from 1.4 hours to 3 hours. With this
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Figure D.11: Segregation Z-scores based on N = 104 random assignments. Z > 1.96
(above shaded region) indicates significant Segregation. We only find significant segrega-
tion for the time class variable.
division, we found segregation in the data set on the time class variable. See
Figure Appendix D.7.
To further characterize clusters, we calculated the Segregation per cluster
(see Table Appendix D.7, finding that clusters in Group A (Clusters 1, 2,
and 6) all showed an over-representation of short sessions.
Cluster 3 showed an over-representation of middle duration sessions. This
may indicate that students exhibiting this behavioral structure use some of
their time to explore information on the wiki-textbook, but primarily use the
problem page as a reference for the text and for checking hints and solutions.
Cluster 4 showed an over-representation of long duration clusters. This
seems to support the view that in this cluster we would find sessions with
deliberate surveying and exploration before carrying out and verifying. The
added characterization then is that when engaging with problems in an area
that is likely novel, students that employ this behavior use substantial time
to do so.
Appendix D.8. Patterns of showing and hiding hints and solutions
We speculated that the over representation of short sessions in Group A
might be attributed to a particular kind of on-line behavior – one of showing
hints and solutions. Conversely, we speculated that the complex behaviors
in Group C would be associated with more use of showing and hiding. Inves-
tigating this assumption, we calculated µ, which gauges the relative amount
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Table D.6: Per cluster distributions of duration categories in clusters with significant
Segregation on duration categories.
Cluster Short Middle Long Extensive Sum
5-25 min. 25 min.-1.4h 1.4-3h 3h+
1 0.46 0.36 0 0.18 1
2 0.45 0.26 0.23 0.06 1
3 0.18 0.64 0 0.18 1
4 0.14 0.34 0.30 0.21 1
6 0.48 0.39 0.04 0.09 1
All 0.26 0.40 0.16 0.18 1
of show/hide clicks for each session
µs =
Nshow −Nhide
Nshow +Nhide
(D.1)
A value of 0 would mean the same amount of clicks and hides and a value
of 1 would mean no hides. Some sessions involved no clicks on show, and
they have been excluded in the analysis below, leaving 186 sessions. We
found that Group A had a significantly higher µ than Group C (D.12. This
is interesting because we now know that behavioral structures in Group A
are associated with (1) showing hints and solutions without re-hiding them
and (2) that they take 5-25 minutes, which is ample time to read the hints
and solutions to many problems. An average value of µ for each cluster µ¯ is
found by weighing the value of each session µs with the partial membership
of each cluster (ms=1 if session s is fully in the cluster and m=0 if it is not
in the cluster at all) and then taking the average of the weighed µs for each
cluster,
σmu =
√√√√∑s∈Cmsµs∑s∈Cms (D.2)
The standard deviation and confidence intervals were calculated on the weighted
means:
µ¯ =
∑s∈Cms(µs− < µ >∑s∈Cms (D.3)
Finally, the uncertainties were calculated as
∆ =
σ√∑s∈Cms (D.4)
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Figure D.12: µ scores versus group. The higher the µ score the lower the tendency to
click on hide.
Confidence intervals in figures is CI = 1.96 ∗∆.
Appendix D.9. Session examples in clusters
Appendix D.9.1. Example of sessions from group A (Clusters 2, 1 and 6)
We have analyzed each of the example session networks below with the
help of a table akin to Table
Appendix D.10. Example of sessions from group A (Clusters 2,1, and 6)
Cluster 2. Figure D.13 shows a typical example of a session network from
Cluster 2 with low Linear Length in the least complex group (A).
Description: The session is 6 hours and 7 minutes long but only has 5 nodes.
The student starts at an exercise page and after ∼ 1 minute he opens the
solution to one of the questions. He spends close to minute presumably
reading the solution and then goes to the overview page of all exercises where
he after 20 seconds clicks on another exercise which is topically closely related
to the first. After roughly 6 hours where he presumably works with the second
exercise (the particular exercise involves simulation and can thus be lengthy
to solve) he shows a solution to a question in this exercise.
Interpretation: The session shows very little activity in the wiki-textbook
probably due to activity elsewhere. The wiki-textbook is mostly used to look
at formulation of exercises and check solutions after considerably working
with them elsewhere.
The strategy of this learner seems to mainly use the wiki-textbook to read
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exercise formulations and verify solutions worked out elsewhere. There is
very little use of interactive features of the wiki-textbook and no looking for
info in text pages. This behavioral structure could be called Read.
Figure D.13: Session 1675 showing a typical example of a session network in Cluster 2.
Cluster 1. Figure D.14 shows a typical example of a session network in Clus-
ter 1 which has medium Linear Length within the least complex group (A).
Description: The session has 10 nodes and takes 17 minutes. In this session
the student starts at an exercise, looks at it for 15 sec, skips the hint and
instead clicks on the solutions to the two questions of the exercise which
he shows 29 sec apart. He then then goes to another exercise, opens the
hint to the first question after half a minute and solution shortly after, but
then spends 10 minutes (presumably working on the second question) before
showing the solution to the second question. After a couple of minutes he
then goes to a third exercise, opens the first solution after 19 sec but then
spends more than two minutes (presumably working on the second question)
before he shows the second solution.
Interpretation: This student seems impatient in the first question of exercises
to which he is very fast to show the solutions and prefer to spend more time
working with the second questions before he shows the solutions. Maybe he
thinks that the first questions are too easy? This behavioral structure could
be called Read-Selectively-Verify.
Cluster 6. Figure D.15 shows a typical example of a session network from
Cluster 6, which has the largest Linear Length within the least complex group
(A).
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Figure D.14: Session 1046 showing a typical example of a session network in Cluster 1.
Description: The session has 24 nodes in close to 36 minutes. In this session
the students starts from the main page, clicks after a few seconds on the
main page of all exercises and then on a particular exercise after another few
seconds. After ∼ 3 minutes he shows the solution to the first question and
after 27 seconds shows a hint to the next question. He then spends just over
a minute presumably considering the hint until he opens the solution to the
question. He then spends another minute until he shows the solution to the
next question. After a couple of minutes he clicks on another exercise and
immediately shows the solution to the first question and after 18 seconds
also shows the solution to the next question. After less than half a minute he
clicks a third exercise and after a few (9-20) seconds opens solutions and hints
to all of the questions consecutively (there was only one hint in this exer-
cise). After 23 minutes he goes to a fourth exercise (via an exercise overview
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page), quickly (14 sec) after shows the first hint, goes to a relevant textbook
page, quickly performs an action (search?) and returns to the exercise to
show the solution after about a minute. Interpretation: At first glance this
student seems to be very active. However after the first exercise the student
seems to only glance at the questions, hints and solutions consecutively in
a series of exercises and select out only a few specific questions in various
exercises to spend around a minute on before opening the solutions. Only in
one instance does he spend a longer time before performing the next action
(opening another exercise) and it is more likely that he took a coffee break
than worked with the previous exercise (and all the open solutions). Only in
one instance out of the long consecutive ”show everything quickly”-session
does he seems to look for information and consider the question again for a
minute before opening the solution.
This behavior could be explained by a student who printed out all information
regarding the problems in the curriculum in order to solve them at another
time, but in that case he would probably have spent less time between con-
secutive clicks. A more likely explanation is that this student shows a surface
learning approach since he rarely spends more than a minute working with
any question. He may verify the correct solutions without attempting a full
survey-explore-plan-implement cycle of his own. This behavioral structure
could be called Read-Verify.
Appendix D.10.1. Example of sessions from group B (Clusters 3 and 7)
Cluster 3. Figure D.16 shows a typical example of a session network from
Cluster 3, which scores medium on Complexity and high on Linear Length
within that group.
Description: The session total time is 34 minutes with 17 nodes. We see
that the student starts on a simulation project page, shows the text of a
simulation problem and then goes to a related problem where he quickly
opens the solution to all the questions. After half a minute he then opens
the first question in the simulation problem, then the corresponding hint and
following question of the simulation problem. He spends a minute, before
reading the third question and another before opening the fourth and fifth
which he then closes again after 2-4 minutes respectively to return to the
first part of the project where he shows the hint to the second question after
4.5 minutes. After 20 seconds of revisiting the hint he then navigates several
times to a related (simulation) problem where he shows the same solution
each time he visits. The first time he shows the solution immediately, next
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Figure D.15: Session 618 showing a typical example of a session network in Cluster 6.
he spends 12 minutes before clicking the solution, the third time he waits 48
seconds and the last time he shows the solution is after close to 9 minutes.
Interpretation: Since there are no solutions to the simulation project the
student is trying to perform, he is in the beginning of the session reviewing
the solutions to the related theoretical problem. He then returns to the
project and presumably runs the simulation program in the background while
comparing his results to the solutions of a related simulation problem in the
wiki. This behavioral structure could be called Embedded-Read-Verify.
Cluster 7. Figure D.17 shows a typical example of a session in Cluster 7,
which scores medium on Complexity and low on Linear Length within that
group.
Description: This session has 8 nodes distributed in 49 minutes.
The student first spends 6 minutes on a specific problem before opening the
first hint and then closing it quickly again to immediately open the solution
of the first question which he only glances at (14 sec) before opening the
solution to the third and last question. He also only glances at this before
going to a second problem where he spends considerable time (19 minutes)
before showing the solution to the first question, then spending 2 minutes
before clicking on a part of the solution containing a figure which illustrates
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McStas Sim Projects
show project text
to problem: The neutron guide system
show solution Q4
show solution Q3
show solution Q2
show solution Q1
show project text bit 1
show project text bit 2
hide  project text bit 2
show project text bit 3
show project text bit 4
show project text bit 5
hide project text bit 5
hide project text bit 4
show solution Q1
to problem: A neutron guide system
20.0
42.0
16.0
3.0
1.0
0.0
35.0
3.0
12.0
20.0
57.0
54.0
3.0
118.0
2.0
272.0
77.07.0
Figure D.16: Session 813 showing a typical example of a session network in Cluster 3.
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the solution and after 20 minutes clicking on the figure which gives a more
detailed view of the contents.
Interpretation: The two problems with which the student works are topi-
cally related, the second one being a more complex case than the first. In
the first question of the first problems the student is to derive a function
which he then uses considerable time working on before opening the first
hint, and probably sees that he has no further use of the hint so proceeds
fast to verifying his solution. In the second and questions of the first prob-
lem he probably realizes that he needs a mathematical plotting program to
answer the questions and quickly proceeds to the second problem. In the
second problem he also needs to derive a mathematical expression which he
uses 19 minutes to work on before verifying his solution. He then clicks on
part of the solution containing the output from a mathematical plotting pro-
gram and presumably implements his own function in a plotting program
before verifying his results against the ones in the figure upon closer inspec-
tion. In this session the student the student works at length only with the
questions not requiring the use of an external tool. He previews the solu-
tions to questions which he needs to use an external tool in order to answer.
Only in the end of the session does he implement the external tool and veri-
fies only the most complex result. This behavioral structure could be called
Embedded-Selectively-Verify.
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to problem: Scattering form factor spheres
show hint Q1
hide hint Q1
show solution Q1
show solution Q3
to problem: Polydisperse spheres
show solution Q1
show image in solution Q1
369.0
7.0
1.0
14.0
13.0 1161.0
1261.0
110.0
Figure D.17: Session 1826 showing a typical example of a session network in Cluster 7.
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Appendix D.11. Example of sessions from group C (clusters 4,5,8,9,10)
Figure D.18 shows a typical example of a session network in Cluster 4
which scores high on Complexity, Linear Length, and Navigation.
Description: This session takes 42 minutes and has 16 nodes. The student
navigates a bit on the main problem page and then after roughly half a
minute clicks on a specific problem for which he after a few seconds shows
the solution to first question and after about a minute shows the solution to
the second question. After close to two minutes he navigates on the same page
and then quickly thereafter opens the solution to the third question. After
half a minute he navigates a bit on the same page and then after almost two
minutes opens the solution to the next question. After more than 3 minutes
he navigates to another problem and after spending a bit more than a minute
he shows the solution to the first question but hides it again after glancing at
it for 7 seconds. After spending a minute he then navigates to some related
text pages where he spends 21 minutes before returning to the description
of the problem, navigating a bit on the page for a minute. After close to
6 minutes he shows the solution to the second problem and spends a little
more than one minute before proceeding to a third problem which he spends
one minute reading before the session ends.
Interpretation: The student mostly spends at least a few minutes before
opening solutions. It seems that in one case he realizes that his answer is
wrong after glancing at the solution (quickly hiding it again) and therefore
navigates to read information pages for a considerable amount of time before
returning to the problem. He then probably works on the second question
for some minutes before showing the solution. The student uses the solutions
for verification of his solutions only after spending time on each question and
searches for information in cases where his solutions are possibly incorrect.
He thus takes advantage of the self-verification and easy access to related
learning material features of the wiki-textbook. This behavioral structure
could be called Read-Verify-Explore.
Cluster 5. Figure D.19 shows a typical example of a session network in Clus-
ter 5, which scores high on Complexity and low on Linear Length and Navi-
gation.
Description: This session takes close to 7 minutes and has 4 nodes. The
student navigates first to an overview page of a particular subset of prob-
lems and after 12 seconds selects a particular problem. He spends 6 minutes
before showing the first hint which he glances for 4 seconds before hiding it
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Main page
other action
to problem: Selection of material to NS exp
show solution Q2
show solution Q3
other action
show hint Q4
show solution Q4
show solution Q1 in problem: Attenutation neutron beam
hide solution Q1
Basics of neutron scattering
other action
show problem text: Attenuation of neutron beam show solutionQ2
other action
to problem: the beam port
27.0
6.0
75.0
4.0
74.0
104.04.0
111.0
26.0
194.0
7.0
62.0
20.0
340.0
12.0
52.0
76.0
60.0
Figure D.18: Session 1591 showing a typical example of a session network in Cluster 4.
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to Exercises in SANS
to Scattering form factor spheres
show hint to Q1
hide hint to Q1
12.0
375.0
4.02
Figure D.19: Session 118 showing a typical example of a session network in Cluster 5.
again. But after a few seconds he opens the solution once more to glance at
it for a few seconds once more and then closes it again.
Interpretation In this session the student only works with one particular ques-
tion which he first tries to solve and then several times glances at the solution
(show-hide). He does however not work more with his solution between con-
secutive show-hides so probably he is uncertain about the first verification.
This behavioral structure could be called Read-Peak.
Cluster 8. Figure D.20 shows a typical example of a session network in clus-
ter 8, which scores high on Complexity and Navigation, and low on Linear
Length within that group.
Description: The session has 9 nodes and lasts for close to 8 minutes.
The students starts the session by logging in, navigating to a page with text
learning material but spends only about half a minute there in total before
proceeding to the overview page of problems where he spends around 3 min-
utes before proceeding to first one textbook page and then quickly thereafter
to another where he spends a couple of minutes before he navigates back to
the overview page of problems. He then selects a specific problem and opens
the solution after 41 seconds after which the session ends. Interpretation: In
this session the student seems to guess about relevant background material
for the problem he wants to do in advance of actually engaging with the
problem. But after then looking quickly at the problem he may have realized
that he did not find the right background information and simply shows the
solution. This behavioral structure could be called Explore.
Cluster 9. Figure D.21 shows a typical example of a session network in Clus-
ter 9, which scores high on Complexity and Mutuality and low on Naviga-
tion. Description: The session lasts 332 minutes (close to 6 hours) and has
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to login
other action
to Instrumentation
to Page of all exercises
to Textbook page: Inelastic nuclear neutron scattering
to Textbook page: Diffraction from crystals
to Page of all exercises
to problem: Neutron Velocity Selector
show problem text: Neutron Velocity Selector
15.0
16.0
6.0
137.0
7.0
108.0
9.0
8.0
41.0
Figure D.20: Session 1924 showing a typical example of a session network in Cluster 8.
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10 nodes.
The students starts at a textbook page with theoretical background for us-
ing particular simulation software and after 16 seconds he navigates to the
overview of related problems. After half a minute he goes to the page of all
problems in order to after another half minute go to a (complex) simulation
project page where he shows the first question text. After 6 seconds he hides
the text and then shows and hides the text quickly once more. After 12
seconds he then navigates to a simple simulation problem which is highly
relevant for the first question of the more complex simulation project. He
clicks on a headline and some text in the simple simulation problem dur-
ing the next 45 minutes but presumably performs the required simulation to
answer the question in another program meanwhile. Only after 45 minutes
does he show the solution the first question in the simple simulation prob-
lem (there is no hint in this case). During the next 15 minutes he seems to
be investigating the solution and perhaps trying to solve/simulate the sec-
ond question (clicking various places on the simple simulation problem page
without closing solution to Q1, each click is at least 3 minutes apart). When
the 15 minutes have passed he opens the solution to the second question
(there is also no hint to this question). After 2 minutes where he probably
inspects the solution and click various places on the page he navigates to
the overview page of all problems where the session ends. Interpretation:
In this session the student seems to go directly from the background info
to the relevant simulation project, then realizes that he needs to start with
something more simple and then spend substantial time solving a simpler but
highly relevant simulation problem without peeking on the solutions before
working through the simulation himself. When he actually does open the
solutions he appears to inspect them carefully, clicking various places in the
page with open solutions several times. This behavioral structure could be
called Integrated-Interactive.
Cluster 10. Figure D.22 shows a typical example of a session network in
Cluster 10, which scores high on Complexity and Trial & Error, but shows
high variability on the other components. Description: The session lasts 55
minutes and has 15 nodes.
The students starts on a particular problem page which he seems to inspect
with 13 clicks on the page (headlines and paragraphs) distributed over 16
minutes in total before he shows the solution to the first question (there is
no hint). After glancing at the solution for 17 seconds he opens a related
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Wikibook page: Monte_Carlo_simulation_of_neutron_instrumentation
to Exercises in Monte Carlo simulations
actions on Page of all exercises
show question text 1, sim project: A powder diffractometer
hide question text 1, sim project: A powder diffractometer
to problem: A neutron guide system
other action
show solution A neutron guide systrem Q1
show solution A neutron guide systrem Q2
to Page of all exercises
16.0
32.0
32.0
6.01
12.0
8.0
17801.0
181.0
7.0
87.0
19.0
Figure D.21: Session 1649 showing a typical example of a session network in Cluster 9.
problem (which is posted in the solution). After a few seconds he closes
the solution to the first question in the first problem and continues to work
on the second problem, clicking a lot of times on various places in the page
over the next minute. He the returns to the solution of the first problem
which he glances at before closing it again to return to the second problem
page where he after half minute opens the solution to the sixth question,
inspecting it for 16 seconds before hiding it again and then quickly shows
and hides the solution to the next question. Over the next 1.5 minutes he
inspects the page of the second problem (clicks 4 times on paragraphs) before
yet again returning to the first problem page which he inspects with 9 clicks
over roughly a minute before yet again inspecting the second problem page
with 28 clicks in roughly a minute after which he shows the solution to the
third question, but hides it within seconds and then the solution to question
4 which he hides just as quickly. He then returns for a third time to the first
problem, this time spending nine minutes inspecting the page in four clicks,
before going a fourth time to the second problem where the inspects the
page in some clicks and then after 2 minutes and 20 seconds opens again the
solution to the fourth question but hides it after a few seconds presumably
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pondering on this solution for 4 minutes before he inspects this page some
more in 7 rapid clicks and then after 43 seconds returning to the first problem
for the fourth and final time. Over the next 14.5 minutes he inspects the
page, most click are only seconds apart but 2 of them are several minutes
apart where he presumably is trying to derive the solution to the original
question in the first problem for which he then shows the solution once more
but hides again after a few seconds. Interpretation: The student seems to be
comparing the content of one problems to the description and solutions of a
second problem in the attempt to find a solution to the questions in the first
problem. He opens some of the solutions (questions 6 and 7) in the second
problems probably because there is one particular keyword figuring both in
the first problem and in questions 6 and 7 of the second problem. But after
revisiting the first problem he appears to not have found the help he needed
and return again to the second problem to open some of the other solutions
(questions 3 and 4). He may have got an idea on how to solve the first
problem from these solution because he now spends nine minutes at the fist
problem page, then he revisits the solution to q4 of the second problem which
he uses some minutes to try and solve before revisiting (maybe verifying) the
solution. He probably now considers the context of his result by inspecting
the page of the second problem because after 4 minutes he inspects this
page some more before finally returning to the first problem and presumably
trying to solve it but also inspecting the page. After close to a quarter of
an hour here at the first problem page he shows once more the solution but
hides it again after only 2 seconds, which may be too fast for a verification
of the result and could indicate he is rather giving up.
This learner is very persistent in trying to find information that could help
him solve one particular problem which is formulated rather openly. He tries
to find solutions to relevant problems and probably tries similar approaches
to solving his problem. It is not however completely clear if he succeeds and
he doesn’t seem to spend an adequate time verifying his attempts (hides the
solutions quickly). He makes the same steps several times indicating a trial-
error approach to problem solving, possibly unsuccessful (in this case). This
behavioral structure could be called Erratic-Interactive.
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at problem: The Be filter
show solution Be filter Q1
to Exercises in diffraction from crystals
hide solution Be filter Q1
to problem: Bragg scattering from Bravais lattices
other actions at Bragg scattering
show solution Bragg scat. Q6.1
hide solution Bragg scat. Q6.1
show solution Bragg scat. Q7
hide solution Bragg scat. Q7
at problem: The Be filter
show solution Bragg scat. Q3.2
hide solution Bragg scat. Q3.2
show solution Bragg scat. Q3.3
hide solution Bragg scat. Q3.317.0
2.0
3.0
7.0
5.0
27.0
1.0
2.0
24.0
16.0
2.0
7.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
6.0
1.0 1.0
2.0
5.0
118.0
513.0
140.0
78.0
1.0
Figure D.22: Session 1938 showing a typical example of a session network in Cluster 10.
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Appendix E. Additional discussion
Appendix E.1. Detailed overview of findings
Table E.7 sums up our characterisation of clusters and groups per com-
ponent. Clusters have been characterized as uncertain (unc.), low, medium
(med.), or high scoring on each of the components of structural behavior.
Two non-structural components proved fruitful for characterising clusters
and groups. First, we defined a Time Class variable and found that Clus-
ters in Group A all showed a significant over representation of Short length
(5-25 minute) sessions, while Cluster 3 showed an over representation of
Middle length (25 minutes- 1.4 hours) sessions, and Cluster 4 showed an
over representation of Long (1.4hours to 3 hours) and Extensive (3 hours +)
sessions. Second, we define the µ-parameter which measures the degree to
which showed hints and solutions are hidden again during a session.
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Appendix E.2. Additional discussion: The wiki-textbook as learning material
The wiki-textbook format is meant to address some of the challenges
that a normal textbook format faces. For instance, knowledge represented
in the wiki-textbook can be easily updated and can also be crowd-sourced to
students as part of their learning inspired by the literature on using wikis as
learning tools (Augar et al., 2004; Parker & Chao, 2007; Lin & D.Kelsey, 2009;
Matthew et al., 2009; Karasavvidis, 2010). By being web-based it is accessible
through multiple channels (and can be printed), and can be searched and
navigated in different ways as compared with a normal textbook. In this
study, we have seen evidence of students making use of the functionalities
specific to a wiki-textbook. Group C in particular seems to represent different
ways of using the wiki-textbook problems, which would seem difficult to
employ with other textbook formats.
For both researchers and teachers the fact that data about student use
is collected in server logs may add to the affordances of wiki-textbooks as a
teaching and learning tool. We saw that for the very linear sessions in Group
A hints and solutions were shown shortly after entering the page and often
abandoned before some time. Combined with the fact that, short sessions
were over represented, this may mean that there is a risk that when students
engage only shortly with wiki-textbook problems they may be employing
surface strategies, where they read solutions prematurely. In a blended en-
vironment, teachers may then engage productively with students who finish
too soon. For researchers, these kinds of behaviors could help when choosing
appropriate situations to investigate further, for example, by interviewing
students.
Clearly, there are many ways for students to use the wiki-textbook to
learn in a university physics course. We have identified 10 behavioral struc-
tures. As we will discuss below, these behavioral structures should be coupled
with other observations and perhaps even intentions of the students to under-
stand how on-line teaching materials such as the wiki-textbook may support
or hinder learning. However, the results from each group do give hints about
which behavioral structures may be linked to more beneficial learning strate-
gies. For example, many sessions in Cluster 4 are long, and hints/solutions
tend to be hidden, when they have been shown. Some of this may stem from
students navigating the web-site during the problem solving session. This
may indicate that they have been motivated to pursue knowledge that they
are missing to solve the problem. This autonomous searching for pieces that
may help one construct a solution would be consistent with a deep learning
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strategy. Thus, we would expect students to learn more, when they employ
such a strategy than if they only read a solution. The existence of such a
strategy might also be considered an affordance of the wiki-textbook. It is
not seen or not seen to near the same extent in more linear media, such as a
standard textbook or an e-book. On the other hand, we have also identified
the Erratic-Interactive behavioral structure, which may indicate students
who are over-using the functionality of the wiki-textbook.
An interesting feature that we have found is that it seems that some
behavioral structures consist of compositions of behavioral structures. For
instance, from Cluster 3 we identified the Embedded-Read-Verify behavioral
structure. Such structures might be linked with a more strategic approach
to learning. For example, it may be that a student needs the solution to
one problem in order to solve another more complex problem. Then, the
student may employ a very linear behavioral structure for part of the problem
solving session. While the student may not learn much about the solution to
the embedded problem, the student may learn a great deal about how that
solution fits into a broader scheme.
Just as students need to learn how to use a normal textbook, and indeed
any technology for learning, students will likely need to learn how to use a
wiki-textbook to best suit their needs in a given situation.
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